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THE GOBLIN

GOBLINS are crude, cowardly little creatures (about 3 feet tall) that 
live in underground lairs or any dark, miserable place they can find. 
Goblins tend to be an undisciplined, chaotic folk that amount to 
little aside from poor mushrooms farmers or shepherds of underground 
fauna.  Their weak willed nature lends them to being peons and 
soldiers for evil wizards, warlords, and other ambitious powerful 
persons that can both frighten and reward them.

Occasionally, rare goblins break from this mold and become 
adventurers.  Some settle in human communities when they've proven 
their worth at some trade, such as alchemy or building mechanical 
contraptions.  Goblin craftsmanship is purely utilitarian, lacking the
finesse of dwarves or elves.  It is said that goblin clocks and 
windmills are as useful as they are ugly.

Being natural scavengers, they have a knack for salvaging edible food 
or useful equipment from any junk or refuse pile. 

AS CLASS

Goblins have dark vision, being able to see 30' in the dark when there
are no other light sources.  Due to their small size, they cannot 
effectively wield weapons larger than short swords, but can wield 
spears.

Being resilient creatures used to hard living, Goblins have 
Constitution, plus anything else they roll.  

Goblins fighting in full daylight suffer -1 to their attack rolls.  
However, they gain +1 to hit when fighting in cramped, chaotic and 
crowded conditions.

Goblins gain combat maneuvers every third level.

When searching for anything, be it hidden doors, traps, or useful 
equipment in a trash pile, Goblins have +2 to any search rolls.



GOBLIN ADVANCEMENT

XP LVL HP TITLE

0  1   3 Stinker
80  2  +2
160   3    +3 Finder
320  4  +5
640  5  +6 Killer
1,280  6  +8
2,500  7  +9 Wolf Rider
5,000  8 +11
10,000  9 +12 Prince of Filth
20,000 10 +14

AS NPC

GOBLINS are typically armed with crude spears or small swords, and 
prefer to create chaos and confusion before swarming their enemies.  A
goblin band will usually have a chief at least third level armed with 
better quality weapons and armor, and possessing treasure B/II.

ATTACK LEVEL    MOVE SIDE SIZE  NUMBER TREASURE
  1   1 50  C  S  1D6-6D6 B/I per 1d6 goblins*

* A goblin lair has treasure type B/II in addition to B/I

SETTLEMENTS

At ninth level, for a cost of 250 gp, a Goblin can found a Settlement 
in a cave, dungeon, or some other dark and depressing place.  He will 
attract 5 warriors, 5 scouts, and 10 welps.  The settlement generates 
a monthly revenue of 5gp.  The Goblin will receive solicitations for 
security and military contracts from wizards, warlocks, necromancers 
and other shady characters for the chance of additional income.  

HIRELINGS & HENCHMEN

TYPE  ARMOR HP WEAPON NOTES  COST
Scout   none  2 dagger/sling dex    2 
Warrior   light  3/+1 s.sword/bow    4
Cavalry   medium  5/+2 spear spider/wolf  7
Welp   none  2 improvised laborer      1
Alchemist   none  2 improvised potions   30
Shaman   none  3 walking stick spells   20
Balloonist  none  2 bombs* balloon    30

* Bombs deal 1d6 damage.  An attack roll of 2 blows up in the 
handler's hands.  A 12 deals maximum damage.



BACKGROUND TABLE 2d6

 2 Alchemist – can identify potions
 3 Tinker – skilled at making mechanical contraptions
 4 Emissary - has inside contacts with chaotic factions
 5 Poisoner – knowledge of toxic plants and substances
 6 Miner – identify minerals and unsafe tunneling
 7 Fungus farmer – easily find food underground 
 8 Shepherd – expert in underground animal life, has pet or steed
 9 Wolf Friend – wolves are friendly and helpful to the goblin
10 Scout – excellent senses for tracking
11   Doctor – crude but effective first-aid
12 Balloonist – has Goblin Balloon and fully skilled in its use

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

GOBLIN BALLOONS are contraptions that run on hot air produced by 
burning the gas of the Boom Shroom, a subterranean fungus.  A standard
balloon can carry three human sized persons in the basket or five 
goblins. Goblin balloons cost 150gp.

BOOM SHROOMS are heavy, dwarf sized, ovular fungi with a thick, warty,
tough outer skin.  They contain great quantities of smelly, 
combustible gas.  Harvesting is difficult, as improper removal from 
the cave floor will break the seal, leaking out all the gas.  Boom 
Shrooms have two uses.

First, they are fuel for Goblin Balloons.  When loaded into a 
specially constructed device, the gas can be controlled and burned to 
fuel the hot air balloon (much like a modern canister of gas).  One 
Boom Shroom will fuel a balloon for 12 hours.

Second, when fitted with a fuse, they become powerful explosives.  
Goblin Balloonists drop these on their enemies or occasionally hurl 
them from catapults.  These inflict 1d6 damage in a 20' radius.  An 
attack roll of 2 results in the Boom Shroom exploding in the handler's
hands.  An attack roll of 12 deals maximum damage.

Boom Shrooms cost 20gp each.

CARAPACE ARMOR is crude but effective protection made from the skins 
and chitinous plates of giant insects, spiders and worms.  The 
flexible organic nature of the armor allows movement 10'/round faster 
than the equivalent leather, chain, or plate. The costs are 3gp, 10gp 
and 15gp for leather, chain and plate equivalents respectively.  Once 
damaged, these armors cannot be repaired.  Disposable carapace shields
can also be had for 3gp.



NASTY KNIVES are crudely constructed, jagged, tiny knives which are 
basic kit for any goblin.  They’re used for eating, butchering small 
game, sifting through filth, nose picking, tongue scraping, and the 
like.  These tiny blades inflict only one point of damage.  However, 
due to the filthy condition of the blade, on an attack roll of 12, any
non goblin humanoid struck with the blade must save or contract a 
feverish infection.  The infection lasts a week, with a -1 penalty to 
all dice rolls.  On a roll of 2, any non-goblin wielding the knife 
will cut himself and be at risk of the infection.

Nasty Knives are regarded by most civilized people as obscene trash 
that should be disposed of.

PETS & STEEDS

CAVE SPIDERS are specially bred giant spiders that can travel at a 
rate of 40' per round on flat ground, and 20' per round when climbing.
A goblin or other small creature can fight from spider-back as a human
might from a horse.  The cave spider has a poisonous bite that 
paralyzes on a failed save.

ATTACK LEVEL    MOVE SIDE SIZE  NUMBER TREASURE
1 bite      2      40/20   N    L     1        A/I

CAVE WORMS are about five to six feet long and feed happily on 
decaying organic matter.  Goblins keep worms as livestock for butchery
but also to drink their excrement, which has a high alcohol content.  
Occasionally a goblin and his worm will become emotionally attached, 
and the latter will become the pet of the former.  Cave worms will 
follow simple commands of their owners.  

Cave worms do not see, but can echo-locate like a bat or dolphin.  
Their round mouths are filled with small, hooked teeth for grasping 
their food and striking enemies.  On an attack roll of 12 they can 
pull a man sized target prone.  

Cave worms can burrow into soil and crumbled rock to conceal 
themselves.  They can move at 10' per round when burrowed, or 30' per 
round on the surface.

The worm excrement is an extremely potent but vile tasting drink.  
Anyone unaccustomed to drinking it must make a CON save or become 
violently sick, taking one hit.  A barrel of this brew will fetch a 
respectable price in goblin marketplaces.

ATTACK LEVEL    MOVE SIDE SIZE  NUMBER TREASURE
1 bite   1     30/10  N  M   2d6*   A/I

* Number is for quantity in a worm pen. 



VARIANT CLASS: GOBLIN SHAMAN

SHAMANS are the medicine men and spiritual advisors of their people, 
providing some semblance of structure to otherwise chaotic and unruly 
creatures.  They occasionally set out on adventures and even establish
themselves as hedge wizards or medicine men in the lands of other 
peoples.

Goblin leaders are often advised by or supported by a shaman, who 
mixes tribal religion with magical practices.  Sometimes shamans 
themselves lead tribes when their chief dies (by murder or  warfare).

AS CLASS

A goblin shaman begins with HEAL plus two spells, and one spell point.
The shaman gains one SP and one spell every odd level. Shamans gain +1
to HEAL rolls at every third level.

The shaman's weapons are limited to daggers, blowguns and walking 
sticks. They do not wear armor, and do not gain combat maneuvers.  The
shaman otherwise is mechanically the same as a goblin.

AS NPC

ATTACK LEVEL    MOVE SIDE SIZE  NUMBER TREASURE
  1  1-9 50  C    S      1   A/II 

MAGIC SPELLS

SPELL DURATION RANGE SPECIAL EFFECT
Rain 1 turn/level  self  Summon a rain cloud 
Sink 1d6 rounds  30'  create an area of quicksand
Blob instant  60'  fire an exploding ball of slime

RAIN summons a rain cloud centered over the caster with a 60' radius. 
The rain cloud follows the caster.  The rain lasts for one turn per 
level of the caster.  

SINK turns a 20' x 20' area of sand or soil to quicksand for 1d6 
rounds.  Add +1 round per three levels of the caster.  Anyone stepping
in the quicksand must save or become stuck, sinking one foot per 
round.  When the spell ends, the quicksand hardens.  Anyone stuck in 
the hard earth must be dug out.
 
A BLOB ball will explode and cover all within a 10' radius with a 
heavy, sticky slime. Any target so covered moves at half speed and 
makes all rolls for physical actions at -1.  It takes a full turn to 
clean off the slime.






